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Wicked Demon
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by magamud

This is the point. And where your dissecting abilities lose the Gestalt of the Narrative.

You lost me here, what are you trying to say?.

 Originally Posted by magamud

In turn I am suggesting that Nexus is in a Pyramid Scheme simply by the length of ownership, and mod longevity. I am suggesting that any collective that does not recycle its Leaders is doomed. This place is behaving like our
societal dynamics. Only a few see it and this truth is absolutely damaging to the ownership.

Fair enough. It may indeed create problems within the "Mod sphere" and the "members sphere", a mix of elements I'd say. From misunderstandings to real power issues. Then you get these kind of things, a
clash of spheres so to speak. Again I don't see why Mod rotation should be a problem, apart from the practical dynamics you would encounter. Would elements from a meritocracy work?.

 Originally Posted by magamud

The inability to cultivate truth. And parasitic dynamics living of the natural cultivators...

You mean taking other people's efforts and use them in their favour?. Similar to the dynamics found in the cultosphere? Meaning you would take the "brilliant elements" and use them to carry out a particular
vision?.

------------------------------
I'll do a follow-up tomorrow, I have to wake up early.

"Real compassion kicks butt and takes names, and it is not pleasant on certain days. If you are not ready for this fire, then find a new-age, sweetness-and-light, soft-speaking, perpetually smiling teacher, and learn to relabel your ego with
spiritual sounding terms. But stay away from those that practice real compassion, because they will fry your ass, my friend."
Ken Wilber
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Gardener

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Excellent mirror, bank that one chico it is gold. Take care bro you are gold too.

 Originally Posted by VajraYaya 

[...If you keep finding yourself in the same place over and over, you have to eventually see that the common denominator in all those situations is yourself. That is where you need to start to look for solutions....]

Just to add as side note, often this situation arises from a very early abandonment experience, is very wounding and can be simple like the primary carer going into hospital, to addictive parenting, and
everything in between. Life events afterwards are filtered through the early experience and are compunded. Parents/carers are responsible for meeting the needs of their children, physical, mental and
emotional, not the other way round.

g
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Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Originally Posted by VajraYaya 
[...If you keep finding yourself in the same place over and over, you have to eventually see that the common denominator in all those situations is yourself. That is where you need to start to look for solutions....]

 Originally Posted by Gardener 

Excellent mirror, bank that one chico it is gold. Take care bro you are gold too.

Great posts.. 

There is always something to learn no matter what.

Do i regret this path? No

Could I have altered my step? could i have done things differently? Yes

The issue i have..is feeling thankful, for Chico 's actions.. i cant get beyond the hurt there.

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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Gardener
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Hugh Martin <chicodoodoo@gmail.com>

Fwd: pg 4
eric billig <ebillig@hotmail.com> Tue, Apr 10, 2012 at 1:11 PM
To: chic <chicodoodoo@gmail.com>

Begin forwarded message:

From: eric billig <ebillig@hotmail.com>
Date: April 10, 2012 1:27:53 PM EDT
To: andy wight <andywight@gmail.com>
Subject: pg 4

Nexus, we have a problem.

Gmail - Fwd: pg 4 3/14/2013

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=411db1dad1&view=lg&msg=1369de2fbbcce880 1 / 9
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Senior Member Yea I do hear you on that one Celine, imho feelings of betrayal are the most difficult to come to terms with. What has worked for me and still does is to take it inside of me, and ask 'who have I betrayed'
often the answer is there, and often it is a small child (me). Does that make sense?
In my effort to be a 'good girl' (and there fore deserving of approval and love) sometimes I would betray that child and not do or say what she wanted.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

The issue i have..is feeling thankful, for Chico 's actions.. i cant get beyond the hurt there.
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Unified Serenity

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Sadly, warponies does not post here, but she has been making some amazing posts on PA about our roles we set ourselves in, the reasons we get upset and hurt. Truth doesn't hurt. When one walks in the
truth and isn't trying to fulfill a role and just is then other's words cannot harm us. Someone could accuse me of stuff all day, and if I KNOW it's not true then it's just silly. It comes down to are we playing
games and trying to fill roles for ourselves and what other's want us to be? Are we addicted to a certain energy and we want to surround ourselves with similar addicts who will push that needle in for us? 

Again, its good stuff. If something is bothering us, the answer is within, and we can feel it, let it percolate and do it's work then after recognizing it, let it go and move on because we each own our own
stuff. Feelings are just that feelings. I'm entitled to mine and you are to yours, but I can't blame you for how I feel. I only need to recognize it and settle down in it and see why I feel it and let it go
afterward in a positive way to own myself again.

"No one really cares how much you know until they know how much you care."
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Dorok

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

OMG...I finally believe it too...it took fjcamper, Seconal, Chico's dilemma, andywright's hack & slash, and now magamud...

I now believe Nexus does have a problem!! And that problem is an unbalance between some members' egos and the tolerance of the mods. Mark it here & now, folks!! The tide has turned the other way, and
it's just as bad. 

 Originally Posted by magamud 

This place is Richards Castle under the guise as a Peoples Front. He has New Age Dillusionist running the show for him smattering their rhetoric all over. I do not want to contribute here no more. I have no idea what
place I can go to from here, but im sure I will find something down the road. There are Parasites using other peoples Truth Cultivating skills to give them legitimacy and the Holy Grail which they think they can drink just by
announcing they can Identify truth. It does not work that way. You cannot hide in the shadows and just grab the Fruits of truth without growing it Yourselves. 

Good luck and Godspeed People....

 Originally Posted by magamud 

I am not being a MOd here by any chance. This is my swan song. The dynamics will not change at the core, because no one can have balanced discourse at the core, due to not investigating the core. Its really that
simple. This place will not reach the core, but just stay above it fueling the Dialectic and Polarization of the Alternative Media to mediocracy, Drama and shame....

 Originally Posted by magamud 

The dynamics you mentioned sort themselves out if there is enough power on Virtue. When there is not, you get bureaucracy, Normalcy remarks, and Ostracism. Which is apparent in the real time milieu. I am wearing a
flame thrower so im in no position to propose architecture. Im to busy burning it all down...

Got to keep it even...

This is deliberate provocation of the volunteer staff and the members themselves. If this stands unchecked, there will be tears, and I think that's what some are actively attempting. The slack has all run
out. I think it's time the rope gets taut for those who don't value this place and peacefully leave to find a new home elsewhere.
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The Following 9 Users Say Thank You to Dorok For This Useful Post:

Burke (7th February 2012), Céline (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), HURRITT ENYETO (7th February 2012), Janos (7th February 2012), Khaleesi (7th February 2012), noxon (7th February 2012), Unified Serenity (7th
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Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

You are correct Dorok..

Today it seems a little slower... Mods are maybe a little burnt.

But it is being discussed with the MODs

I agree with you that it is a deliberate provocation..

But what would you recommend be done?

Ban him?

People might not realise...banning problematic (not necessarily saying mag is one) members does NOT stop them from causing harm to the forum

This is why the action of banning should be taken very seriously.

If Richard had his way... people who do that would be banned on the spot, no discussion with mods (remember being volunteers its not easy to have consensus from ppl around the world).

If Chico had his way no one would be banned ever (i am extrapolating from my "observations of chicos comments over the last year).

Moderating members allows us to view their posts before it goes "live"..this is an excellent tool when members have shown behavior that will lead to chaos and disruption of our communtiy.

So , sincerly.. what do you suggest we do at this time?

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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Wicked Demon
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Unified Serenity

Sadly, warponies does not post here, but she has been making some amazing posts on PA about our roles we set ourselves in, the reasons we get upset and hurt. Truth doesn't hurt. When one walks in the truth and
isn't trying to fulfill a role and just is then other's words cannot harm us. Someone could accuse me of stuff all day, and if I KNOW it's not true then it's just silly. It comes down to are we playing games and trying to fill
roles for ourselves and what other's want us to be? Are we addicted to a certain energy and we want to surround ourselves with similar addicts who will push that needle in for us?

Again, its good stuff. If something is bothering us, the answer is within, and we can feel it, let it percolate and do it's work then after recognizing it, let it go and move on because we each own our own stuff. Feelings are just
that feelings. I'm entitled to mine and you are to yours, but I can't blame you for how I feel. I only need to recognize it and settle down in it and see why I feel it and let it go afterward in a positive way to own myself again.

This is something worth exploring. A thread on this should be opened, would do it myself, but I have to go out soon. I can throw some ideas by the time and back tough. Children stuck in adult bodies and
adult social roles... interesting.

"Real compassion kicks butt and takes names, and it is not pleasant on certain days. If you are not ready for this fire, then find a new-age, sweetness-and-light, soft-speaking, perpetually smiling teacher, and learn to relabel your ego with
spiritual sounding terms. But stay away from those that practice real compassion, because they will fry your ass, my friend."
Ken Wilber
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VajraYaya

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Unified Serenity 

Sadly, warponies does not post here, but she has been making some amazing posts on PA about our roles we set ourselves in, the reasons we get upset and hurt. Truth doesn't hurt.

Yeah, I miss Warponies posts here too.
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Dorok

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

You are correct Dorok..

Today it seems a little slower... Mods are maybe a little burnt.

But it is being discussed with the MODs

I agree with you that it is a deliberate provocation..

But what would you recommend be done?

Ban him?

People might not realise...banning problematic (not necessarily saying mag is one) members does NOT stop them from causing harm to the forum

This is why the action of banning should be taken very seriously.

If Richard had his way... people who do that would be banned on the spot, no discussion with mods (remember being volunteers its not easy to have consensus from ppl around the world).

If Chico had his way no one would be banned ever (i am extrapolating from my "observations of chicos comments over the last year).

Moderating members allows us to view their posts before it goes "live"..this is an excellent tool when members have shown behavior that will lead to chaos and disruption of our communtiy.

So , sincerly.. what do you suggest we do at this time?

Thank you for asking my opinion, Celine. If only I had all the answers...or even some...

My feeling on this matter is that enough time for a member to bring a legitimate, actionable complaint (note: that Nexus is not a perfect Utopia is NOT a complaint) needs to be given, allow the forum
members to discuss/debunk/etc., and when the situation tips to no resolution with the offending member not backing down...they are asked to leave/vacationed/banned. I think that's normal procedure, and
I think it's done better here than most places, and I think it works.

I think it's fairly obvious (here) when the cranky bees have a legitimate gripe to buzz about even if they do sprinkle in a few stings along the way. And I think the members here are fairly lenient towards bad
days, etc. However, if the matter can't be resolved, damage control is the only option IMO.
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Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Dorok 

if the matter can't be resolved, damage control is the only option IMO.

Thank you Dorok,

Yes agreed... and Thats the Admins Role.

Mods will do everything in their power to NOT ban... but sometimes.. there is no other recourse

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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Unified Serenity

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

I believe she does not post here precisely because of the sorts of actions recently displayed and a lack of willingness to deal with particularly offensive members. I believe in boundaries. People tend to
respect boundaries, but only when they believe the boundaries are real. It's why children break the rules. They test them to see if they are real. Psychologically it is very damaging to a child when they
discover the boundaries are not real and that they in fact are not going to be watched nor kept safe. It was part of my sociology / mental health training as I worked with behavioral modification in 6 to 12
yr olds who had been deeply scarred, wounded, and abused and lived on "campus" which was a premiere mental health hospital in Florida. 

When people feel like there are no rules then invaritably some take advantage of that both in r/l and definately online. I know for a fact that some of the things people have said in response to me on forums
that they would never have said face to face. Yet, there is this disconnect online as if words are not connected to the person sharing them. So, it's ok to just attack them personally or act like a bully.
Sadly, we have more and more bullies in today's society as well because of all the political correctness. So, for me, I have always like a pretty strict rule on "Flaming". Outright personal attacks not being
allowed, and you get one warning and then you get kicked out. It can be a month for first offense and then permanent for second. So, warning, 1 month ban, then permanent ban. Trust me, if that is done
then it would only take a couple of boundary checks by a few cruel members to see it is a real boundary which will be enforced consistently. 

This is why in the gold suk in Jeddah Saudi Arabia where I used to live that they could just leave gold sitting out in plain site, easy to grab and run away with. If you get caught stealing, they cut off your
clean hand (right hand). They enforce this rule and yet the entire time I lived there (about 5 years) not one person stole from the suk. I would occaisionally see a right hand missing, but it was rare.
Sometimes there is a right and wrong. Now, I am sensitive to personal attacks when people are communicating. Sometimes it is just misunderstanding, and that should be discussed. However, when it is left
unchecked an attitude develops that "Oh, that's just how so and so is, don't pay them any attention" and it starts to permeate a forum and what you evenually get is a very unwelcoming environment that
feels like in this case Intellectual Mad Max Zone. 

I imagine we can have a planar system if we also had some fairly clear rules that WILL be kept. That list need not be long. But, I imagine one of them would be no burning down the house and / or adding
gasoline to fire.

"No one really cares how much you know until they know how much you care."
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sjkted

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

People might not realise...banning problematic (not necessarily saying mag is one) members does NOT stop them from causing harm to the forum

This is why the action of banning should be taken very seriously.

If Richard had his way... people who do that would be banned on the spot, no discussion with mods (remember being volunteers its not easy to have consensus from ppl around the world).

If Chico had his way no one would be banned ever (i am extrapolating from my "observations of chicos comments over the last year).

Moderating members allows us to view their posts before it goes "live"..this is an excellent tool when members have shown behavior that will lead to chaos and disruption of our communtiy.

So , sincerly.. what do you suggest we do at this time?

Celine:

This is exactly what I was asking in the ignore TruthHunter thread. I think that shunning fills the stop gap. Members who join and do things that are over the top (i.e. attacking people, posting spam, etc.)
ought to be banned but there is also a fine line between members who many would consider to be causing trouble, but technically not breaking the rules. I suggest that the stop-gap solution is that
members who feel a newer member is not contributing anything can simply ignore their posts. If enough people ignore a member, that member will eventually stop posting.

I'm not suggesting we jump to ignore anyone who challenges our views or makes us look bad. I'm saying this should be reserved for very specific cases. For an entire year of membership here, I can't think of
another person I would want to ignore other than TruthHunter.

--sjkted
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Unified Serenity

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

There is a fine line in helping a new member who is a dolt and can't quite figure out how to play in the Nexus box and someone who comes in and we think is a troll or troublemaker. Ostracizing is very painful
and I for one do not like it. Most of us know we can put people on ignore and right now I have two or three on ignore. It's my right and so I exercise it. I much prefer the helpful pm from a moderator with
some tact who can suggest things to the new member and if things don't change put them on moderated status and then a small vacation if it's obvious they don't want to get along, then ban them. 

I don't like group ostracizing and that mindset to me creates and "US" vs "Them" atmosphere prevalent on PA. If the mods don't take up their roll then one of the two groups gains the upper hand and it just
gets ugly. It's why I am not posting on PA right now because of what I perceive as biased moderating and a very mean love and light crowd.

"No one really cares how much you know until they know how much you care."
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Dorok

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

I don't think ignoring is a good tool for this for the following reasons:

1. They won't know they are ignored
2. This doesn't allow for them 'turning around' since you wouldn't know
3. They could post objectionable personal slander undetected which would be an issue with lenient moderation since nothing might happen w/o the attacked member reporting it
4. They could post objectionable (to some) material in public forums where if everyone was ignoring them, it would appear to be a forum-wide tacit agreement
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sjkted

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

The way I see it, there are coordinated attacks on forums. If we start banning people like on Avalon, the people of Nexus end up losing -- not the attackers. So, I think anything we can do to avoid banning
people is good.

Ostracizing is very painful and I for one do not like it.

I don't either, but sometimes difficult decisions need to be made. I'm not suggesting that this would be a light or easy decision -- just that it could be a solution for very unique cases. If we start the
banning trend, I think it would be more harmful than ostracizing someone.

I don't like group ostracizing and that mindset to me creates and "US" vs "Them" atmosphere prevalent on PA.

I see it as an individual action. IMO, banning causes an us vs. them mindset because it is coercive and is forced upon everyone whether or not they like it. Ignoring is an individual action. You can ignore one
or many people, and everyone gets to make their own decision. I see it no different than a spam filter.

1. They won't know they are ignored

Well, if someone made a post in the member's only section with a poll, they would probably know some people are ignoring them. Also, if such an individual was of the mindset and capability of changing their
behavior, such a poll/post would probably get them into gear.

2. This doesn't allow for them 'turning around' since you wouldn't know

Perhaps if the individual garners a reputation for having changed and bringing something to the table among members who have not ignored them, I might be persuaded to un-ignore them.

3. They could post objectionable personal slander undetected which would be an issue with lenient moderation since nothing might happen w/o the attacked member reporting it

I'll bet if someone who was on my ignore list slandered me, other members of the forum would bring it to my attention.

4. They could post objectionable (to some) material in public forums where if everyone was ignoring them, it would appear to be a forum-wide tacit agreement

Or, the person posted would be getting absolutely no energy out of the other members and would eventually find the need to go elsewhere.

--sjkted
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Unified Serenity

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Oh, I'm not ban crazy either. Hence the warning, vacation, ban. If it happens, and I am not talking minor tiffs we seem to enjoy here on Nexus where we speak freely, I am talking about bs threads that are
obvious attacks on members and/or Nexus in general. I am talking about in your face attacks that happen over and over from thread to thread where you feel stalked. Mature people recognize who they get
along with and who they don't get along with and just don't interact much with each other. I purposefully have avoided threads started by people who I have a strong disagreement with about a given
subject. If I want to talk about said subject, I'll start my own thread, but I find no reason to go "pee in their wheaties" as it were, and if they continue to harass me, I will report them and/or ask them to
leave my thread and start their own and leave me and my ideas out of it.

"No one really cares how much you know until they know how much you care."
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Chicodoodoo

Former Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

It's easy to make a mistake.

The “Mirror, mirror” thread I started was all about how Nexus members connect the dots to arrive at conclusions that lead to the seemingly justified dismissal of a person or idea, when such a dismissal is
actually inappropriate. No one is immune from doing this, not even me.

Let me show you how easy it is.

The “Miserable User” (hereafter abbreviated MU) mod in Vbulletin targets a specific user name. Any forum member name added to the MU list suffers the following:

1. Slow response (time delay) on every page (20 to 60 seconds default).
2. A chance they will get the "server busy" message (50% by default).
3. A chance that no search facilities will be available (75% by default).
4. A chance they will get redirected to another preset page (25% & homepage by default).
5. A chance they will simply get a blank page (25% by default).
6. Post flood limit increased by a defined factor (10 times by default).
7. If they get past all this okay, then they will be served up their proper page.

Note that all of the above options can be modified from Vbulletin Options, so they are customizable, meaning the symptoms can vary. This ensures maximum deniability for any administrator that elects to
use this mod. In addition, activating and deactivating it is as simple as adding or deleting a user name on the MU list, taking maybe 15 seconds.

Watch this little video that demonstrates the MU mod in Vbulletin. 

 

==========

Here is a screenshot Andy sent me of his troubles.
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Note that Andy is indeed logged in (“Welcome, andywight”), even though he was describing the problem as “not being able to log-in to Nexus.” The MU mod can only affect you after you log-in, since it
must match your user name to a name on the MU list in order to target you.

Note the URL in the screenshot. The forum.php is a page of PHP code to be executed. It will contain a flag that will be triggered if you are on the MU list, so that you will receive different webpage results
(the seven listed above, or variations of them) from other users not on the list.

Note that symptom #4, being redirected to another preset page, also happened to Andy. In Andy's case, he got this one:

And on another attempt, he got this one:
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On still another attempt, he got this one (which could be symptom #5):

In every case (note the URL), it is the Nexus Vbulletin software that is serving up the irritating webpages.

It's easy to see how I could make a mistake in accusing Celine and Richard of dirty tricks. It could happen to anyone.

Last edited by Chicodoodoo; 7th February 2012 at 14:44.
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sjkted

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Unified Serenity 

Oh, I'm not ban crazy either. Hence the warning, vacation, ban. If it happens, and I am not talking minor tiffs we seem to enjoy here on Nexus where we speak freely, I am talking about bs threads that are obvious attacks on
members and/or Nexus in general. I am talking about in your face attacks that happen over and over from thread to thread where you feel stalked. Mature people recognize who they get along with and who they don't get
along with and just don't interact much with each other. I purposefully have avoided threads started by people who I have a strong disagreement with about a given subject. If I want to talk about said subject, I'll start my own
thread, but I find no reason to go "pee in their wheaties" as it were, and if they continue to harass me, I will report them and/or ask them to leave my thread and start their own and leave me and my ideas out of it.

But that's exactly the problem with a growing forum. Who is to decide what warrants a warning, vacation then ban? It doesn't sound that bad in theory, but in practice it turns out to be a disaster. What
causes a warning or a "vacation"? Not being aligned with the community. Just to give you an idea of how ludicrous this is, nearly everyone here was once a member of Avalon and nearly all of us are out of
"alignment" with them. 

Btw, the term vacation is a euphemism. A euphemism is a pretty word to describe something ugly. You could say the Jews took a "vacation" from the Nazis but never came back. Euphemisms are designed to
color thinking and are a tool for propaganda. I suggest you check your language more closely.

--sjkted
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Dorok

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

The problem as I saw it, Chico, is that you made an assumption then turned it into a public accusation.

---------- Post added at 13:49 ---------- Previous post was at 13:46 ----------

 Originally Posted by sjkted 

Btw, the term vacation is a euphemism. A euphemism is a pretty word to describe something ugly. You could say the Jews took a "vacation" from the Nazis but never came back. Euphemisms are designed to color thinking and
are a tool for propaganda. I suggest you check your language more closely.

--sjkted

So...vacation is a euphemism for genocide? How about watching your language for hyperbole?

It sounds as if ignoring members *might* work for you, but your ifs and maybes don't seem to be able to be applied to everyone equally. That IMO does not constitute a working solution.
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The Following User Says Thank You to Dorok For This Useful Post:

Khaleesi (7th February 2012)
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Unified Serenity

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by sjkted 

But that's exactly the problem with a growing forum. Who is to decide what warrants a warning, vacation then ban? It doesn't sound that bad in theory, but in practice it turns out to be a disaster. What causes a warning or a
"vacation"? Not being aligned with the community. Just to give you an idea of how ludicrous this is, nearly everyone here was once a member of Avalon and nearly all of us are out of "alignment" with them. 

Btw, the term vacation is a euphemism. A euphemism is a pretty word to describe something ugly. You could say the Jews took a "vacation" from the Nazis but never came back. Euphemisms are designed to color thinking and
are a tool for propaganda. I suggest you check your language more closely.

--sjkted

Well, if you don't like the word vacation, then don't use it. I will speak for myself. Sometimes it is a vacation that is needed. Take a few days off and it amazing how less offensive one finds certain posts
because they stepped away from the forum. Sometimes they need a time out in the naughty chair. Sometimes they just need to leave. 

Mods do have to make decisions, it's part of being a mod. I'm ok with that as long as it's done evenly and I do trust the leadership here to act even handed.
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"No one really cares how much you know until they know how much you care."
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The Following 4 Users Say Thank You to Unified Serenity For This Useful Post:

Charles (7th February 2012), Dorok (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), Khaleesi (7th February 2012)
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VajraYaya

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Dorok 

I don't think ignoring is a good tool for this for the following reasons:

They won't know they are ignored
This doesn't allow for them 'turning around' since you wouldn't know
They could post objectionable personal slander undetected which would be an issue with lenient moderation since nothing might happen w/o the attacked member reporting it
They could post objectionable (to some) material in public forums where if everyone was ignoring them, it would appear to be a forum-wide tacit agreement

You have a good point. I have a couple people on ignore like this, but I really didn't think about what you said here. Good point. But allow me to just add this. There is the difference between using the
Ignore User feature of the forum and simply ignoring what they post. Not feeding the trolls as it were. But it can be all too easy for egos to get pulled into the black hole of peoples attempts to create
drama. I know I can.

I'm sure you and everybody else already know this, just thought I would compliment what you posted with this.
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to VajraYaya For This Useful Post:

Dorok (7th February 2012), Unified Serenity (7th February 2012)
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sjkted

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Unified Serenity 

Well, if you don't like the word vacation, then don't use it. I will speak for myself. Sometimes it is a vacation that is needed. Take a few days off and it amazing how less offensive one finds certain posts because they stepped
away from the forum. Sometimes they need a time out in the naughty chair. Sometimes they just need to leave. 

Mods do have to make decisions, it's part of being a mod. I'm ok with that as long as it's done evenly and I do trust the leadership here to act even handed.

A vacation is something a person willingly does when they have abundant time and money, for the purposes of enjoyment. It is not forced upon them by someone else. If I choose to go to a city out of town
for me and get a hotel, that is a vacation. If I am taken away from my house by someone else and forced to stay somewhere not of my choosing, I am under arrest. If you say the Jews took a vacation
from the Nazis and never came back, one could conclude that they merely found another place in Europe to live after enjoying their time off.

Words have meanings and distortion of words causes distortion of meanings. That is the whole point of propaganda. There is a reason people like Bill Ryan use propaganda like that and such terms have no
place on a truth forum.

Mods do have to make decisions, it's part of being a mod. I'm ok with that as long as it's done evenly and I do trust the leadership here to act even handed.

Did you hear what I just said? Most of the people who are mods here were also mods at Avalon. We all left within a few months. Some voluntary, some on "vacation". The big problem, as it always is, is the
pyramid -- giving one person or people too much power.

--sjkted

---------- Post added at 11:00 ---------- Previous post was at 10:58 ----------

 Originally Posted by Dorok 

The problem as I saw it, Chico, is that you made an assumption then turned it into a public accusation.

---------- Post added at 13:49 ---------- Prev ious post was at 13:46 ----------

So...vacation is a euphemism for genocide? How about watching your language for hyperbole?

I was using it as an obvious example of propaganda. My definition still stands. Vacations are voluntary. Anything coercive is not a vacation by definition.

--sjkted
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The Following User Says Thank You to sjkted For This Useful Post:

lightblue (7th February 2012)
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Unified Serenity

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

sjkted, let's agree to disagree. It appears you don't like rules and think people will just self moderate. Sometimes people are just perpetual assholes who are better left alone, by themselves and yes, not
part of a group. They thrive on strife, they are energy suckers, vampires of the worst kind, and eventually no one in r/l or on forums wants anything to do with them except maybe other energy suckers and
chaos creators.

The only way a forum such as Nexus can work is without these kinds of people. The only time they are happy is when they are around people they can suck energy from. Just imagine two famished vampires
biting each others necks trying to get their fix, only to notice a nice juicy bunch of people a url away who are so much more tasty... I can see the glee and flapping wings already.

"No one really cares how much you know until they know how much you care."
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The Following 4 Users Say Thank You to Unified Serenity For This Useful Post:

Dorok (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), Khaleesi (7th February 2012), VajraYaya (7th February 2012)
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Offline
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sjkted

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

sjkted, let's agree to disagree. It appears you don't like rules and think people will just self moderate. Sometimes people are just perpetual assholes who are better left alone, by themselves and yes, not part of a group. They
thrive on strife, they are energy suckers, vampires of the worst kind, and eventually no one in r/l or on forums wants anything to do with them except maybe other energy suckers and chaos creators.

That's fine. I just think there is a bit of history you are missing here, as I don't think you were in the original Avalon or here when the majority of us came to Nexus. Feel free to correct me if I'm wrong. My
point is that there are a number of very sophisticated, coordinated attacks we have experienced here and getting the banning started will end up making this place just like Avalon. There is a good reason
why many of us left.

The only way a forum such as Nexus can work is without these kinds of people. The only time they are happy is when they are around people they can suck energy from. Just imagine two famished vampires biting each others
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necks trying to get their fix, only to notice a nice juicy bunch of people a url away who are so much more tasty... I can see the glee and flapping wings already.

I agree completely here. The question is how to keep the energy vampires away from Nexus.

--sjkted
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to sjkted For This Useful Post:

lightblue (7th February 2012), VajraYaya (7th February 2012)
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